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In the original paper [1], the parallel lepton texture structures with cofactor zeros are systematically studied. However, the author 
regrets for the errors in Eq. (49). The corrected expression is
O (11) = ame
(
bme + ca−1
) + bme
(
m−1e a−1 −mea
)
O (12) = −amμ
(−bmμ + ca−1
) − bmμ
(−m−1μ a−1 +mμa
)
O (13) = amτ
(
bmτ + ca−1
) + bmτ
(
m−1τ a−1 −mτa
)
O (21) = bme + ca−1
O (22) = −bmμ + ca−1
O (23) = bmτ + ca−1
O (31) =m−1e a−1 −mea
O (32) = −m−1μ a−1 +mμa
O (33) =m−1τ a−1 −mτa (1)
Now we repeat the previous analysis in Ref. [1]. Taking into the above changes, Fig. 3 in p. 325 are replaced as new Fig. 1. The 
class III with inverted hierarchy are now found to be unacceptable by current experimental data [2]. Thus Fig. 4 in original paper and the 
corresponding discussion on it should be deleted. The discussion on the NH case of class III are summarized as follows.
As is shown in Fig. 1, for the class III with normal mass hierarchy, no bound is set on θ12 and θ13. However, the Dirac CP-violating 
phase δ is restricted in two regions. We denote them respectively as R1: 0◦ < δ < 60◦ (300◦ < δ < 360◦) and R2: 90◦ < δ < 150◦
(210◦ < δ < 270◦). Each shows different predictions. In R1, θ23 varies in its 3σ range. We obtain a highly suppressed mee  0 eV which 
is beyond the accuracy of future 0νββ experiments and implies the underlying cancellation of three neutrino masses in mee . There also 
exists the lower bound on the lightest neutrino mass m1 > 0.02 eV. On the other hand, in R2 we ﬁnd θ23 < 45◦ which is supported by 
2σ experimental constraint. We also obtain | JCP| > 0.03. Moreover, the bound on mee is founded in the range of 0.075–0.2 eV and can be 
potentially detected by future experiment.
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